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Las Vegas Sands Corp.  ( NYSE: LVS ) owns and operates Venetian Resort Hotel Casino,
Palazzo Resort Hotel Casino, and Sands Expo and Convention Center in Las Vegas, Nevada;
and the Sands Macao, Venetian Macao Resort Hotel, the Four Seasons Hotel Macao, Cotai
Strip and the Plaza Casino in the Macau special

   administrative region of the people’s republic of China. 

The company recently announced third quarter fiscal 2010 results, with revenues at a record
$1.91 billion, an increase of 67.3% as compared to $1.14 billion in the previous year. The net
income reported was $168.0 million, or diluted earnings per share of $0.21 as compared to a
net loss of $123.0 million, or a diluted loss per share of $0.19 in the third quarter of 2009. The
improvement in net income of $291.0 million reflects the increase in operating income, partially
offset by an increase in net income attributable to non-controlling interests, primarily Sands
China.

The company’s exceptional performance in the third quarter of 2010 resulted from strong
revenue growth and increases in operational efficiency in Macau and outstanding results at
Marina Bay Sands in Singapore.

Las Vegas Sands stock  has a 52-week range of $13.71-$47.48. Year-to-date, the stock is up
216.2%.
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Wynn Resorts Limited  ( NASDAQ: WYNN ) develops, owns and operates destination casino
resorts. The company is the owner and operator of two destination casino resorts, Wynn Las
Vegas, on the Strip in Las Vegas, Nevada; Encore at Wynn Las Vegas located adjacent to
Wynn Las Vegas; and Wynn Macau, located in the Macau Special Administrative Region of the
People’s Republic of China.

Recently, the company announced that it will release the company’s financial results for the
third quarter ended September 30, 2010, tomorrow, November 2, 2010.

The Wynn Resorts stock has a 52-week range of $51.73-$111.12. Year-to-date, the stock is up
87.64%.

Melco Crown Entertainment Ltd.  ( NASDAQ: MPEL ) develops, owns, and through its
subsidiary Melco Crown Gaming, operates casino gaming and entertainment resort facilities,
focusing primarily on the Macau market.

Recently, the company announced that it will report its third-quarter results for 2010 tomorrow, 
November 2, 2010. The company is expected to report a loss of $0.01 per share on revenue of
$672.9 million for the third quarter of 2010.
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http://boardcentral.com/boards/wynn
http://www.wynnresorts.com/
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http://www.melco-crown.com/
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The Melco Crown Entertainment stock  has a 52-week range of $3.26-$6.55. Year-to-date, the
stock is at an impressive 94.05%.
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    -  Need fast service and cheap rates from a broker? Buy stock online  at my favorite
brokerage
    -  Want more? Check out the message board buzz  for these stocks
    -   See what newsletters are recommending these stock picks
    -  Get breaking  news alerts  on these stocks: http://thestockmarketwatch.com/

About BeaconEquity.com

BeaconEquity.com is committed to producing the highest-quality insight and analysis of small
cap stocks
, emerging technology stocks,
hot penny stocks
and helping investors make informed decisions. Our focus is primarily 
OTC stocks
in the 
stock market today
, which have traditionally been shunned by Wall Street. We have particular expertise with
renewable energy stocks, 
biotech stocks
, oil stocks, green energy stocks and internet stocks. There are many hot penny stock
opportunities present in the OTC market everyday and we seek to exploit these hot stock gains
for our members before the average daytrader is aware of them.

Beacon Equity Group Disclaimer

This newsletter is a paid advertisement and is neither an offer nor recommendation to buy or
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sell any security. We hold no investment licenses and are thus neither licensed nor qualified to
provide investment advice. The content in this report or email is not provided to any individual
with a view toward their individual circumstances. Beaconequity.com is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of BlueWave Advisors.

While all information is believed to be reliable, it is not guaranteed by us to be accurate.
Individuals should assume that all information contained in our newsletter is not trustworthy
unless verified by their own independent research. Also, because events and circumstances
frequently do not occur as expected, there will likely be differences between the any predictions
and actual results. Always consult a real licensed investment professional before making any
investment decision. Be extremely careful, investing in securities carries a high degree of risk;
you may likely lose some or all of the investment.
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